TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

HISTORICAL:
- MAP B-69 W.E. ANDERSON
- MAP B-184 H.P. KERR
- HAYS BOOKE PAGE 88

CONDITION POOR
FOUND:
- ORIGINAL POST (807.7 M) ± 10" DEEP
  ORIG BT. 24" HEM. N 23° W 21 LKS; NOW 30" HEM. STUB N 18° 30' W 145' FEET FACE BURNT AWAY
  ORIG BT. 12" HEM. S 50° W 40 LKS; NOW ROOT HOLE, IN PLACE
  FOUND LINE GLASSES (PROBABLE ORIGINAL) AT BEARING OF EAST ± 30' & 70'
  DISTANT FROM CORNER

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 2" BRASS CAP IN TILE & CEMENT

"x" "x" Post N.W.

84' Hat Section S EAST 10' FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:
- 29" FIR N 86° 34' E 41' 63' FEET SCRIBED "1/4 531 BTC'S" 1/4 FIR S 18° 15' W 12' 02' FEET SCRIBED "1/4 531 BTC'S"
- NOW 32" STUMP 7' HIGH 7-16-86
- NOW 16" SNAG 4' HIGH 7-16-86

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED ± 200' EAST OF A LOGGING ROAD

IN THE PRESENCE OF:
- GALE ARTHUR
- GEORGE URREY
- AL DUNCAN
- DAN McGUIY

DATE:
PHOTO#:
TITLE:

* = County corner tag affixed.